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1. UK Developments
Renewable Electricity LCOE Summary ARUP Cost review
Project Commission for 2020, 2014 Real Prices £/MWh, DECC 2013 Hurdle Rates
Many are cheaper than Hinkley’s CfD strike price - £92.5/MWh and that’s from 2025 and index linked
Wind On shore £63-64/MWh Offshore £106-112
PV Solar >5MW 60-67/MWh <5MW £68-76 Roof £66-73
Hydro 84-97/MWh Geothermal CHP £181-184/MWh
Biomass converted plant £87/MWh CHP £162-171/MWh
AD (CHP) £99-107/MWh EfW £45- 83/MWh (all 2020)
Tidal steam £328-343/MWh Wave £320-333/MWh (2025)

www.gov.uk/government/publications/arup-2016-review-of-renewable-electricity-generation-cost-and-technical-assumptions

Energy Matters: Renewables v Nuclear

Energy Matters’ commentators Alex Terrell and Andy Dawson have looked at two rival UK
scenarios for 2050 - high nuclear (85 GW - see later) and high renewables (380 GW wind/PV+
104 GW of gas/biogas backup). There are no costings for either
Worst case? ‘Adding
scenario, but it’s an interesting exercise, with full grid balancing realistic amounts of extra
see the renewables chart below, large surpluses being predicted at
storage reduces the amount
times. Conversion of these to hydrogen is not seen as very viable,
of gas that needs to be
so there’s a lot of curtailment. By contrast, surplus output from
burnt, but makes no
difference to the gas
inflexible nuclear in the nuclear scenario isn’t seen as a big issue!
capacity required.
Adding tidal flow & tidal
lagoons in place of wind to
the mix results in only a
limited reduction in gas
usage, & should only be
done if it is cheaper than
wind power.
Converting surplus
electricity to hydrogen and
back again presents
problems of storage and
capital equipment.
Converting surplus
electricity to synthetic
hydrocarbons could
provide a route to a low
carbon supply, but requires
development of carbon
capture technologies &
significant capital
expenditure.’
All very pessimistic!

27.5% wind capacity factor*
more like 50% for offshore

http://euanmearns.com/uk-electricity-part-3-wind-and-solar/ +see this:
http://euanmearns.com/uk-electricity-part-3-wind-and-solar/ - comment-25162
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*But offshore wind capacity factors are
~40% now, by 2050 they could be ~50%:
http://energynumbers.info/uk-offshore-wind-capacity-factors

Renewables start to look serious Technology
Wind & PV beat all

The Dept. of Business, Energy and
Industrial Strategy now seems to be
taking renewables more seriously, with
new estimates of levelised costs - see
Onshore wind and
left. Top chart in for Nth of a Kind,
PV beat Drax-type
biomass plants and
lower chart some First of a Kind. There
match gas CCGT
are lots of caveats about LCOES not
being the final measure, or a guide to
likely CfD strike prices, but they do
indicate how onshore wind and solar
PV are now neck & neck- ahead of
CCGT & coal. Offshore wind can also
do that in some cases. It also adds:
‘Based on previous experience, there is
a risk that some of the projected cost
reductions assumed going forward may
be conservative for some technologies,
PV/onshore
especially renewables’. It says ‘there
wind beat all,
have been large reductions in projected
including
new nuclear
costs versus our previous estimates, for
by 2025
commissioning years. This reflects
unanticipated cost reductions and
technological improvements for these
technologies, reduction in hurdle
rates, and/or this
UK Offshore
progress occurring
faster than
wind cost falls
previously estimated
to £97/MWh average
https://ore.catapult.org.uk/pres
(for example due to
s-release/offshore-wind-targetaccelerated global
become-lowest-cost-largeand domestic
scale-clean-energy-source/
See the current UK energy mix in use live:
www.ukerc.ac.uk/news/whither
deployment).’
http://electricinsights.co.uk/ - /dashboard?&_k=hlbwlx
-offshore-wind-.html

www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/566567/BEIS_Electricity_Generation_Cost_Report.pdf

Generation data: www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/579527/Renewables.pdf

Next: Tidal Lagoon Review

‘Tidal can beat wind & nuclear’!

Charles Hendry, a former Tory energy minister, was appointed last May to assess the case for
tidal lagoons. In Dec. he submitted his review to BEIS. But its public release was delayed: ‘I
am aware of the high expectations created by potential tidal lagoons, particularly in Swansea.
Nevertheless, government must have some time to fully consider my recommendations and to
decide how to respond’. http://renews.biz/105178/hendry-files-tidal-lagoons-report/
However, it’s now out - see below. It was quite positive, calling on the
TEL sinks
government to start negotiations on a CfD strike price for the Swansea
Tidal Energy Ltd
has sadly gone
project. Ministers are expected to respond before the March budget.
bust, despite
But the hiatus has forced work on it to be delayed by a year:
www.telegraph.co.uk/business/2016/12/27/tidal-power-plan-drifts-2018-government-support-wavers/

Tidal Current Turbine progress…

successful tests of
its Delta Stream
rotor off the coast
of Wales:

The next phase of the Atlantis-led Meygen 400 MW project in Pentland www.bbc.co.uk/news/u
k-wales-south-westFirth will use drilled foundation structures rather than the more material- wales-37752750
intensive gravity foundations used in the now part-running 5 MW phase 1A.
The new phase will use turbines from MCT, which Atlantis bought from Siemens in 2015.
www.businessgreen.com/bg/news/3001285/atlantis-resources-to-begin-next-phase-of-meygen-tidal-energy-project-in-2017

PV+battery trials www.energylivenews.com/2017/02/01/uk-trio-trials-home-battery-to-boost-network-capacity/
http://utilityweek.co.uk/news/solar-linked-battery-storage-trial-begins-in-somerset/1294832 - .WJTaqld0Nds
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Government technology plans - ups & downs

The government has been taken to task on some of its key energy development plans. It’s was
told that it got it all wrong on PV solar www.solar-trade.org.uk/big-brands-say-stop-solar-tax-hike/
And on energy efficiency, in transport especially: www.eci.ox.ac.uk/news/2016/1117-UKERC.html
But it stoutly defended its £17bn smart meter roll out programme, despite its problems:
www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201617/cmselect/cmsctech/846/846.pdf
It does offer DSM options - but its complex and may scare off all but IT nerds: No blackouts..
www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/579774/291116__Smart_meters__Demand_Side_Response_leaflet_-_DR_-_FINAL.PDF
More bad press: www.itv.com/news/2017-02-02/smart-meters-what-you-need-to-know/

We even exported
http://eciu.net/blog/
2017/the-week-thewind-stopped

Meantime, the government’s hunt goes on for a way to get more big gas
plants built - on the cheap. The capacity market subsidy system wasn’t designed for that,
and unsurprisingly is not delivering it. Though it is at last delivering some storage & other
flexible back up - but also support for old inflexible coal and nuclear plants which don’t merit
subsidy! www.theguardian.com/business/2016/dec/09/new-battery-plants-scheduled-to-keep-uk-lights-on
Certainly in theory the new system should be able to balance the grid and keep the lights on:
www.strath.ac.uk/research/internationalpublicpolicyinstitute/ourblog/november2016/securityofsupplyinthebritis
helectricitysystem/ Though local smart grid systems can do that too: see this £19m Centrica-led
flexible power market project for local Cornish businesses: www.edie.net/news/6/centrica-annouceCornwall-to-host-local-energy-market-demand-response-trial/

Technology ups/downs

Solar heat saved

The government has halted Wind power really does cut
plans to remove solar heating from the Renewable Heat carbon emissions a lot, net:
www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S030
Incentive scheme: 92% of submissions to a consultation
1421516306036 and
had not agreed with the plan. So domestic solar heating
www.iflscience.com/environment/yes-windfarms-really-do-cut-greenhouse-gas-emissions/
will continue to receive the same level of support (19.74
Hybrid PV- thermal may win:
p/kWh) as over the last seven years. Applications for
http://www.solarangel.com/tech-info
solar thermal in industry up to 200 kW will also still be
Home Time of use tariff deal:
supported. BEIS says ‘While the tariff in support of solar www.theguardian.com/money/2017/jan/03/gree
thermal is still high compared to some other tariffs in the n-energy-uk-launches-first-time-of-dayelectricity-tariff
scheme, the possibility for continued support to deliver
Smart energy -100% green power
www.edie.net/news/10/SmartestEnergycost reductions suggests the long-term value for money
launches-UK-s-first-certified-100-of this support will be better than previously thought. In
renewable-electricity-product Energy
addition, the role of continued support in maintaining
Matters doesn’t think pumped
the UK supply chain, particularly with regard to UK
hydro storage can help balance
renewables much:
based manufacturing of solar panels, improves the value
http://euanmearns.com/the-glenmucklochof continued support.’ See Greening Heat later.
pumped-storage-hydro-scheme/
Biomass tariff cuts are also less than the 45% planned for Biomass really can be a problem:
https://anewnatureblog.wordpress.com/2016/12/
some biomass projects. The tariff for new projects will
15/sense-and-nonsense-on-biogas/
actually be increased to 6.44p/kWh - the level available
in Oct-Dec 2015 adjusted for inflation. BEIS says ‘For biogas and biomethane, the reforms
will vastly improve the carbon cost-effectiveness of further support. New plant will be
required to produce at least half their biogas and biomethane from waste-based feedstocks to
receive support for all their production. This will help divert wastes from landfill and make
use of available resources. There will also be a small uplift to tariffs for biomethane injection
to support continued deployment alongside these changes.’ Tariffs for new air and ground
source heat pumps are also to increase to 10p and 19.55p/kWh respectively. But there will be
capacity caps for heat pumps & biomass and it all falls under an overall RHIibudgetilimit:i
www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/577024/RHI_Reform_Government_response_FINAL.pdf

UCG off the agenda Underground coal gasification is too dirty, Atkins say:
www.theguardian.com/environment/2016/dec/08/underground-coal-gasification-uk-gas-coal

www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/575940/Underground_Coal_Gasification___Evidenc
e_Statement_of_Global_Warming_Potential.pdf Yes absolutely, a very unsound idea..
A Scottish view CCS is needed: www.energyvoice.com/opinion/127897/opinion-now-scotlands-energy-2/
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New Industrial Strategy Policy developments
The governments new long-term ‘Industrial Strategy’ green paper is about growth, exports,
competition and the development of new technology, to be achieved by upgrading skills and
infrastructure, improving supply chains and increasing investment in research and innovation
- with £4.7 bn by 2020-21 in R&D funding. It says the new Industrial Strategy Challenge
Fund could support smart and clean energy technologies, such as storage & demand response
grid technologies. That’s along with robotics/artificial intelligence, biotech, digital techs and
5G mobile networks and the like. Nuclear also gets a mention - SMRs and even fusion…
www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/585273/building-our-industrial-strategy-green-paper.pdf

Delivering affordable energy & clean growth £28m
‘We need to ensure that we keep costs down for businesses, we energy
coordinate changes to energy infrastructure triggered by new
R&D
technologies (such as electric vehicles), and we secure the economic
benefits of the transition to a low-carbon and resource-efficient
economy by making sure next generation technologies are created and
harnessed in the UK. The Government will set out a long-term roadmap
in 2017 to minimise business energy costs. This will be informed by a
review, commissioned by the Government, of the opportunities to
reduce the cost of achieving our decarbonisation goals in the power and
industrial sectors. The review will cover how best to support greater
energy efficiency, the scope to use existing instruments to support further
reductions in the cost of offshore wind once current commitments have
been delivered, and how Government can best work with the regulator
Ofgem to ensure markets and networks operate as efficiently as possible
in a low-carbon system. We will also review the opportunities for
growth from the energy sector and the opportunities for the UK. We are
already testing the use of new grid technologies in various locations
around the country in preparation for the shift to electric vehicles. To
ensure that new energy technologies are developed here - and the UK
benefits from global investment in this area- we have doubled support
for energy innovation, and are already investing over £600m in support
to accelerate the transition to ultra low emission vehicles. At the
Autumn Statement 2016 additional funding of £270m was announced’.

In the energy sector, it
wants to ‘deliver affordable
energy and clean growth’.
See Box: the aim seems to be
for the UK to lead in the
global race to dominate clean
technology markets, getting
costs down but also
supporting a transition to a
low-carbon, resourceefficient economy. That all
sounds fine in theory, and it
got a quite good press, but
with the inevitable concerns
that, in reality, the cuts in
support for some renewables
belied the positive message:
www.edie.net/news/11/Industrial-StrategyA-welcome-commitment-or-too-little-toolate What really matters is the

detail. Some of that may be
provided by a new OFGEM
report on the practical steps that need to be taken, including to remove barriers to storage and
DSR and improve price signals so these technologies can be used fully. Certainly new
technologies can enable electricity networks to operate more efficiently, reducing demand and
the need for costly back-up power, and complementing the integration of renewable energy
into the system - including home and grid level battery storage and Demand Site Response
(DSR). But, as PRASEG has pointed out, to be able to see the benefits of these new
technologies, there needs to be a fundamental shift in the way our energy system is managed.
In particular, the role of District Network Operators (DNOs) is changing in response to the
rise in decentralised generation. PRASEG says ‘DNOs will be integral managing multiple
new actors in the energy system through DSR and storage solutions at a local level, in
partnership with innovators in the public and private sectors. Research from Imperial College
has shown that there is a potential saving of £8bn to be made from upgrading to a smarter
and more flexible energy system, benefiting consumers and smoothing the transition to a low
carbon system.’ We await the Ofgem report. We also await the next round of the CfD and the
development of a longer term plan for renewables. But there’s a £9m smart energy project
competition to be going on with for storage, P2G etc.: www.gov.uk/guidance/funding-for-innovativesmart-energy-systems Part of a £28m R&D effort-see below.

Reactions: solar lobbyists apart, most were quite positive, the Telegraph focusing on the cost saving
aim: ‘Households will see cheaper energy bills under Government plans to slash green subsidies for
projects such as wind and solar farms amid concerns that they are too expensive’. The BEIS had said
that ‘Subsidies and other forms of state support have played an important role in creating markets for
new technologies and driving down their costs. But it is important that we move steadily to an
operating model in which competitive markets deliver the energy on which our country depends.’
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£28m for Energy Innovation
The government has announced £28m in new funding
for Energy R&D and innovation to help bring down
energy costs. The announcement was made by climatechange minister Nick Hurd as part of the government’s
new Business and Energy strategy (see above and
right), which aims to lead to new products, services,
and more effective ways of doing business with a
lower carbon impact. BEIS says ‘The funding boost of
£28m will be invested in smart systems, industrial
energy reduction and offshore wind, demonstrating our
commitment to building a low carbon, low cost future.
This forms part of the government’s commitment to
double support for energy innovation, up to £400 m
per year in 2021.’ Under the plan, up to £9m will be
bid for via a competition to reduce the cost of energy
storage, including electricity, thermal, and power-togas storage and up to £600,000 for feasibility studies
for projects that can store energy on a large scale. Up
to £7.6 m will also be available for advancing energy
demand side response technologies to help both private
and public sector organisations reduce energy use in
peak times. And to reduce energy costs for industry, the
government will invest around £9m in an ‘industrial
energy efficiency accelerator’ programme to find new
industry-specific options for a low carbon future.
www.gov.uk/government/news/innovation-to-drive-affordableenergy-and-clean-growth-under-industrial-strategy

Markets versus intervention
‘The Government has had a prominent
role in energy markets historically,
and in recent years it has introduced a
range of new levies to fund the
deployment of renewables. Some
types of energy, such as nuclear
power, require upfront investments
that are too large for the market alone
to deliver. The Government also has a
role to play in coordinating markets to
enable major changes to our energy
infrastructure - such as the potential
combination of electric vehicles and
smart grids. It can fund basic energy
research which is too long-term for the
market to deliver, and in promoting
the early stage commercialisation of
new discoveries that might otherwise
be lost to competitors. Such research
investment will be crucial to seizing
the opportunities that the global shift
towards a low carbon economy will
present over the coming decades.
While there is a clear role for the
Government in energy policy, markets
also are crucial in inventing and
spreading new techniques for saving
energy, new & more efficient means
of energy generation and storage, and
new ways to enhance clean
technologies. It is the private sector
that will ultimately be the driving
force behind our low carbon
economy’. from the Green paper
So PV & onshore wind are left to the market!

* Not bad as a start, but for storage especially, more is needed at the system entry level. The BEIS
select committee had called on the government to examine whether price support for storage is
needed to ‘accelerate deployment’, to help unlock the full potential of renewables. In its ‘Energy
revolution and future challenges for UK energy and climate change policy’ report, the committee
reiterated its call for regulatory barriers faced by storage to be addressed ‘as a matter of urgency’.
Changes proposed include introducing a clear definition for storage, an end to double-charging of
levies for import & export, and a separate asset class for grid-level electricity storage. It also
wants a ‘high-level public commitment’ to making the UK a world leader in storage and the

setting of a storage procurement target for 2020. It also wanted new capacity

A UK low

market rules in relation to storage, including increased contract lengths and fewer The UK is at
restrictions on stacking of revenues for storage projects. Report/government reply: No. 24 in the
www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201617/cmselect/cmbeis/945/94502.htm

Scottish Sustainable Energy Strategy

latest EU-28
renewables
league table
-at 8.2% of
2015 energy.

The Scottish government’s draft sustainable energy strategy calls for 50% of
http://europa.eu/rapid/p
all Scotland’s energy to come from renewables by 2030 (up from 15% now),
ress-release_MEMOwith 100% of electricity use to be matched by renewables by ~ 2020: it’s now at 17-163_en.htm
over 59%, well ahead of the UK as a whole at 25%: www.gov.scot/Resource/0051/00513324.pdf
But IET, the UK Institution for Engineering & Technology, didn’t like it. It was weak on
security of supply: ‘The report wholly co-opts a 2014 study for WWF which asserted that “electricity
supply in Scotland will be secure if the combined GB system is secure… With the transmission
capacity to the rest of the GB currently existing or planned, there is little or no need for conventional
generating capacity in Scotland to maintain security of supply.” This vision implies England is
prohibited from adopting similar decarbonisation strategies as its role is to support Scotland!’
https://eandt.theiet.org/content/articles/2017/01/comment-vision-of-scotland-s-2030-power-mix-is-bad-news-for-industry/
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Green Heating

Heat pump v green gas/heat networks?

‘Heat is very difficult to decarbonise and no consensus is yet reached on the mix needed for
the long term and you will have seen that from the various different reports on the subject.’
So said the then Minister of State for Energy, Baroness Neville-Rolfe, at the Heat Summit
last Dec. There certainly are some competing options, including community heat networks,
green gas networks and domestic heat pumps, with choices between them not being helped by
the fact that, as she noted ‘most energy policy is focused towards electricity when 40% of our
energy use is in heat’. She added ‘Some of that is down to the heat network developing
separately from the electricity network’. So now ‘we need to look at how different parts of the
energy system connect to each other and that the policies are talking to each other and are
interconnected. There are opportunities to look at using waste heat more successfully for
example but because the system is so complicated and built up in a certain
N. Ireland RHI
way over a number of years, we haven’t learned to look at it holistically.’
Its poor design
may mean a
She said ‘Germany has given clear direction of travel (in its policy on
£490m rip off :
combined heat & power) and there are a number of EU countries that are
www.bbc.co.uk/news
/uk-northern-irelandreally quite committed to making sure projects do use CHP and that heat
38414486 It forced
isn’t wasted. When we talk about bold policy making and putting pressure an NI election!
on companies to make sure those technologies are considered it is something our government
could do more of.’ She’s also keen on heat networks: ‘the cost of heating flats can be 30%
lower than boilers when connected to district heating’. She noted ‘we have made a start with
£323m allocated under our ‘central heating for cities’ project’, though she added ‘heat
networks, utilising waste heat or other low carbon sources will require good management’.
However, she was a little evasive when it came to heat pumps, the government previous
main choice. Asked from the floor if the government now had a preference for green gas
instead of heat pumps she simply said, ‘over the next five years support schemes will drive
uptake of some technologies like hydrogen. When we look at the gas network and we look at
the consumer research they like gas - but we have carbon targets to meet so thinking of how
you adapt the network for hydrogen comes up a lot in these reports.’
BEIS has responded to its consultation on the Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI), raising
subsidies for heat pumps - but (see ‘Solar Saved’ above) the RHI changes will also support
biogas and biomethane and the use of biomass boilers, and solar too, so it’s a mixed bag.
So which way should we go? It’s certainly clear that heat pumps can be expensive and hard
to install. But Dr Keith McLean from Imperial College London told the Heat Summit he was
worried about practicalities of deploying green heat networks: ‘How many roads can we dig
up at any point in time? The economic models don’t use traffic and access disruption which
we know from gas grid work is a major issue - there is a limit to what you can dig up.’
ENA’s Tony Glover backed the injection of green gas, such as hydrogen and biomethane, into
the networks to meet demand for heat: ‘While there are a range of options available to us in
meeting the UK’s decarbonisation challenges, the continued role of the gas network will be
crucial to delivering an affordable and secure low carbon transition which considers the
impact of consumer choice. If we incrementally evolve how we use our gas
network we can actually deliver a far more cost-effective low-carbon solution No Forest
than going down the electricity network which is three times the expense for biomass
- cut
customers as well as the country itself. Our gas network offers the most easy, burning
CfD support,
frictionless, least disruptive way to get to the low carbon future we want.’
FoE, NRDC,
However, John Baldwin, Chair of the Renewable Energy Association’s biogas Biofuelwatch
as it’s not
group & Managing Director of CNG Fuels said that although the biomethane say,
low carbon…
tariff reset was welcome, it wasn’t likely ‘to enable many new biogas CHP
Ccarbon.
projects to come forward. With the closure of the renewables obligation, and rapidly falling
tariffs for the Feed-In Tariff, this sector still faces many challenges.’ www.decentralizedenergy.com/articles/2016/12/uk-government-aims-for-clearer-vision-for-heat-decarbonisation.html See Ofgem
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Scotland takes
the High road
Scotland’s renewables, led
by wind, produce near 60%
of electricity used, and made
up 42% of its energy supply mix:
http://scottishrenewables.com/news/newstats-renewable-energy-Scotland/

Its green power input may soon get
even higher - literally. E.On, Shell
and Schlumberger have invested
£5m in British start up Kite Power
Systems (KPS), which makes highaltitude wind power generation
technology. This investment will
support the company’s plans to
deploy a 500 kW system at West
Freugh in Southwest Scotland,
leading to an onshore demonstration
array of multiple 500 kW systems
within the next four years. After that
KPS will develop a 3 MW onshore
system and then deploy a similar
sized power system offshore.
www.newpower.info/2016/12/e-on-shell-andand-schlumberger-invest-5m-in-kite-powergeneration-firm/ And some new targets:
www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-scotland-38460824
www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-scotland-38666232

GIB worries

The Green Investment Bank may be
bought out by a less than green outfit:

OFGEM on Green Heat

BEIS not to
replace the
Green Deal

ORFEMs, short, helpful report on the options,
www.solarpowerport
including electrification and green gas, says
al.co.uk/news/beis_c
‘widespread electrification of heat would
onfirms_green_deal_
require significant network reinforcement and replacement_abando
ned_as_industry_wel
new generation to meet increased overall
comes_private
demand for electricity and higher peak loads,
mitigated through spreading the load over time’.
It’s not very sanguine about electric heat pumps. Ground
sourced is best, but air-source units are smaller and easier to
install- though still quite expensive, ‘typically over twice as
much as a new gas boiler’. By contrast, ‘the UK gas grid
currently reaches around 80% of UK buildings’, and can be fed
with biomethane derived from waste AD biogas plants, which
it says might meet 10% domestic gas demand by 2035.
Hydrogen produced by electrolysis using surplus renewable
power could also be injected into the gas mains up to maybe a
10% level, or much more, maybe 100%, with pipe upgrades.
Alternatively, hydrogen can be made by steam reformation of
fossil gas (SMR), with the CO2 produced being captured and
stored. In neither of those cases are changes in heating (or
cooking) appliances in the home required, other than minor
adjustment of the burners to run on hydrogen. The third main
option, for some locations, is district heating- heat networks
fed by Combined Heat and Power plants, fueled by biogas or
biomass. That would require more changes: urban pipe-laying
and new or adjusted domestic central heating radiators.
OFGEM says it is not clear which approach is best. Heat
pumps make sense in areas off the gas grid, but we don’t know
yet whether SMR fossil hydrogen with CCS will be cheaper
than electrolytic hydrogen, or whether heat grids will be betterthey can be costly. Maybe we will end up with a mix. But there
could be transitional problems, for example ‘where a consumer
installs an air-source heat pump (choosing to retain their
connection to the gas grid as a back-up) only for a subsequent
connection to a hydrogen or district heating network to be
mandated. Alternatively, a new efficient gas boiler could be
installed by a customer when their old one breaks down,
however conversion of the gas grid to hydrogen the following
year leads to this appliance needing to be changed again.’
Some planning is needed! www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-

www.smh.com.au/business/banking-andfinance/worst-kind-of-company-alarm-in-britain-overupdates/ofgem-s-future-insights-series-decarbonisation-heat
macquarie-banks-proposed-takeover-of-britains-greeninvestment-bank-20161221-gtg55k.html
and www.edie.net/news/6/Halt-GIB-sale-to-prevent-asset-stripping--says-Barker
Celtic Ocean Power Network

Not BREXIT

Scotland, and N & S Ireland link up
The European Commission sees the
www.commonspace.scot/articles/9218/scotla
pan-EU Energy Union, with a unified energy market and
nd-ireland-and-northern-ireland-launchceltic-union-renewable-energy
integrated policies, as fundamental to meeting its energy
energy & climate targets: ‘These objectives can only be achieved through a set of coherent
and coordinated actions - legislative and non-legislative, at EU and national level. Designing
& managing such a broad set of diverse actions requires the Energy Union to establish robust
Governance.’ https://ec.europa.eu/energy/sites/ener/files/documents/technical_memo_energyuniongov.pdf
For good or ill, it does not seem likely that the UK will play much of a role in this in the years
ahead. We will be on the outside, or looking at it more positively, we will be facing outside,
although there have been indications that the UK government would prefer to stay inside the
EU Emission Trading System, since there are, allegedly, UK benefits. Have cake and eat it!
www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-12-09/u-k-said-to-prefer-retaining-eu-emissions-trading-post-brexit

Brexit may hit new UK-EU power links: the 2 GW of new links planned maybe uncertain:
www.powerengineeringint.com/articles/2017/01/brexit-uncertainty-affecting-interconnector-prospects.html

Capacity market While (see earlier) some were unhappy with the outcome of last
years round of allocations, storage did at least get a look in, including 500 MW of batteries:
www.renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2016/12/progress-for-uk-battery-energy-storage-with-capacitymarket-auction-success.html Though REA said ‘it is not the breakthrough moment yet’.
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Swansea tidal lagoon should be backed
The review by former energy minister Charles Hendry called on the government to start final
negotiations with Tidal Lagoon Power Ltd on a CfD strike price so that construction of the
300 MW Swansea Bay plant could begin. He said it was important for the government to
capitalise on the work already done on this project and a clear commitment to the scheme
would deliver earlier benefits and accelerate a future programme. He said that tidal lagoons
could play a cost-effective role in the UK energy mix and urged early action to ensure the UK
supply chain could benefit from the opportunities it created: in all 18 GW was seen as viable.
As the chart below illustrates he thought that, given technical development and the right level
of initial support, lifetime CfD costs could
Swansea
could run
fall significantly, to well below that for
by 2022, a
nuclear or even offshore wind, for the
larger one
subsequent Cardiff/Bridgwater lagoons.
by 2028/29
He recommended that Swansea Bay be
£66/
constructed as a small pathfinder project
MWh
to allow the government to assess its ecoimpacts, effectiveness & deliverability
before supporting more projects: it should
be commissioned and fully operational for
a while (5 years) before the government
agreed any financial support for other tidal projects.
‘The costs of a pathfinder project
He also suggested that Tidal Lagoon Power Ltd. find a
would be about 30p per household per
partner with a track record in delivering major energy or year over the first 30 years. A large
scale project would be less than 50p
infrastructure projects, and that the government should
over the first 60 years’ Hendry
create a Tidal Power Authority to oversee a competition
in which tidal projects can bid for support: https://hendryreview.wordpress.com
www.edie.net/news/10/Swansea-Bay-1-3bn-tidal-lagoon-project-receives-much-needed-backing-from-Hendry-Review

Reactions The Policy Exchange saw the Swansea LCOE as too high (£160/MWh) and said
alternatives would cost much less: https://policyexchange.org.uk/the-folly-of-swansea-bay-tidal-lagoon
But the developer, Tidal Lagoon
Power Ltd., claimed that the cost
of the Swansea scheme would be
the same as new nuclear in terms
of cost to the consumer, and a
later larger lagoon at Cardiff could
TLP’s cost to
be cheaper than everything else.
the consumer
See their Table right. Unlikely?
League Table
Energy Matters (EM) wasn’t impressed
on the potential for firm power from a
network of lagoons each firing off on
the local high tide. Hendry had said, to
get near continuous output, would need
many of them spaced equidistant round
the coast: too many to be considered now
and anyway there would be gaps- there
weren’t the sites available. EM’s Euan
Mearns said the key thing was to have
sites with 3 hour tidal peak separations
between them, so that generation peaks
fitted in with the twice daily tides and 4
(in/out) generation cycles. Otherwise
they would overlap unhelpfully. But he
had trouble making that fit to actual
sites: http://euanmearns.com/swansea-bay-tidal-

TLP’s cost to the consumer in
£/MWh is based not on retail or
wholesale market prices or on the
commercial levelised generation cost,
but on equivalent CfD contracts costs,
with the net present value of actually
delivered electricity calculated over
the lifetime of the project, taking load
factors into account. Grid costs are
not included: some may increase the
total but any flexibility provided (e.g.
storage) may offset that.

Tidal Lagoon

lagoon-and-baseload-tidal-generation-in-the-uk/

Also:Iwww.instituteforgovernment.org.uk/blog/government-tidal-review-doesnt-tell-us-what-we-need-know
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ETI on marine renewables - go for tidal stream
The UK’s Energy Technologies Institute says that, in the marine renewables field, ‘the focus
should be on exploiting tidal stream technology commercially’ since ‘tidal stream has the
potential to compete with other low carbon energy sources over the coming decades’. And it
says an agreement on a Contract for Difference (CfD) for tidal stream turbines is crucial to
making progress - and that the 398 MW Meygen scheme in Pentland Firth was ‘pivotal’.
It went on ‘Other marine renewable sources are at a less developed stage and therefore carry
with them higher costs. Tidal lagoons for example currently lie in between the development
stages of tidal stream and wave energy and require large levels of investment to demonstrate
and then deploy at scale.’ It added ‘A rethink is required on wave energy technology if it is to
be an affordable source of renewable electricity. Wave energy can work technically and has
been proven through a small number of installations, but it is presently up to 10 times more
expensive than other low carbon alternatives so there needs to be a radical rethink if it is to
become cost competitive.’ There was some dissent on this (see the Guardian story below), but
it does seem that wave projects have made less progress so far than tidal current turbines.
www.eti.co.uk/news/eti-sets-out-priorities-for-marine-energy-if-it-is-to-compete-with-other-low-carbon-sources

ETI told the Guardian ‘On wave energy our view is that even with aggressive cost reduction
and innovation activities, current attenuator wave energy technologies are highly unlikely to
meet the ETI/UK Energy Research Centre marine energy roadmap targets, and are therefore
unlikely to make a significant contribution to the UK energy system in the coming decades’.
But RenewableUK said this was no time to cut support: ‘The UK is right at the forefront of a
global race to develop wave power on a commercial scale. It’s vital that we don’t lose our
lead to other countries, who stand to benefit from the years of investment and progress we’ve
made. The more we deploy, the cheaper the technology will become.’
www.theguardian.com/environment/2017/jan/16/uk-wave-power-far-too-costly-warns-energy-research-body

*Wave Energy Scotland has recently invested $3.7m in 10 projects looking at the potential of
different materials and processes in the production of wave-energy converters so as to cut costs.
Steel has been used mainly so far, but concrete and advanced rubbers & plastics hold promise.

UK Energy cost sensitivity
The UK does have high pre-tax domestic power costs (purple
in chart right) in the EU, but apparently it also has the lowest
energy taxes by far (red in chart). That may be surprising, but
the government does keep chipping away at green subsidies,
though this data does not yet include the subsidies for
Hinkley- or for shale gas. Everything else has tight caps and
cash limits. Onshore wind has just about managed to cope
with this, but it’s much harder for new as yet less undeveloped
projects- like tidal lagoons. To get the Swansea Lagoon
project off and running, its developers have called for CfD
contract at £123/MWh, comparable with what offshore wind
was getting earlier on, but to run for 90 years, given that tidal
projects have long operating lives. Energy Minister Jesse
Norman told MPs last Dec. that agreeing to this ‘would be a
very significant deviation from current Government policy’.

Hull

not hell
www.itv.
com/new
s/calenda
r/20170108/hugewindturbinebladeartworkto-beunveiled
-in-hull/

www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploa
ds/attachment_data/file/580186/QEP_Q316.pdf

www.telegraph.co.uk/business/2016/12/27/tidal-power-plan-drifts-2018-government-support-wavers/

But now, with a positive review from Hendry (see above) that may change. What about Tidal stream
turbine projects? Some of the new projects being installed by Atlantis in Pentland Firth in Scotland as
part of the 398MW Meygen project will hopefully be eligible for CfD support- though the protected
capacity slot earmarked for wave & tidal projects in the CfD auctions has been abandoned. They were
deemed too expensive, given the ever-tightening overall renewables programme cost caps. These caps
are going to bite increasingly hard on most projects. The Green Alliance says that, investment in wind,
solar, biomass and waste-to-energy projects will fall by 95% between 2017 and 2020:
www.green-alliance.org.uk/resources/The_UKs_Infrastructure_Pipeline.pdf
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Nuclear clean up costs

Nuclear news

Hinkley Point C developers face cleanup bill of up to £7.2bn at the end of the plant’s 60-year
life. Provision for meeting that has allegedly been included in the overall costing and CfD
strike price, but the full cost of waste management and decommissioning is uncertain. Last
year, the governments Nuclear Waste Transfer Pricing
The UK is
CfD costs
to leave
Methodology Paper said ‘unlimited exposure to risks
EDF see overall costs
Euratom
relating to the costs of disposing of their waste in a GDF as part of
very differently. Its
[geological disposal facility], could not be accepted by
Director of Strategy &
Brexit..
www.reuters
Corporate Affairs Paul
the operator as they would prevent the operator from
.com/article/
Spence told the Lords
securing the finance necessary to undertake the project’. us-britainEconomic Affairs
eu-euratomInstead there will be a ‘cap on the liability of the operator idUSKBN15
Committee review of The
B15V
Economics of UK Energy
of the nuclear power station which would apply in a
Policy that there were 34
worst-case scenario’. It adds: ‘The UK government accepts that, in
CfD-backed renewable
setting a cap, the residual risk, of the very worst-case scenarios where projects, which, like
Hinkley, will supply 7%
actual cost might exceed the cap, is being borne by the government’.
of UK power, but they
Separately it’s been confirmed that the cap will also apply if the cost
will, on average, cost
of decommissioning the plant at the end of its expected 60-year life
consumers £120-130/
MWh plus ~£10-15/
balloons. In return, Hinkley’s operator will pay the government a risk
MWh for grid balancing,
fee which ‘is expected to be relatively low, reflecting the high level of
compared to Hinkley’s
confidence that the cap will not be breached’. But as ever it will be
£92.5/MWh CfD.
www.world-nuclearthe taxpayer that meets any excess.
news.org/C-The-economicwww.theguardian.com/uk-news/2016/oct/30/hinkley-point-nuclear-waste-storage-costs

Meanwhile, some of the UK’s older nuclear plants are cracking up:
www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-somerset-37789654

More - 85 GW of nuclear by 2050!

Fusion

The UK’s MAST

reality-of-Hinkley-Point-C02111601.html

True, but Hinkley also
needs a £74m grid upgrade, and the next set of
CfD-backed renewables
will cost much less than
Hinkley and will start up
long before it does.

The Energy Matters web site has a study examining project is still in
with a chance:
how 2050 electricity demand might be met mostly
www.newstatesman.co
by nuclear, with 85 GW of nuclear capacity. Initially m/sites/default/files/ns_
energy_supplement_nov
_2016.pdfp30
it uses existing technology & UK nuclear sites, but
Hinkley dismissed
goes on to include new UK (but not Scottish!) nuclear sites
http://politheor.net/a-british-nuclearpreviously occupied by coal fired plants, and also clusters of
disaster-the-go-ahead-for-hinkley-point-c/
small modular reactors, though it admits none of these have
..but Japan to offer $8.7bn
for ABWR http://asia.nikkei.com/Politicsyet been built, licensed, or tested. It also looks at plants on
Economy/International-Relations/Japan‘nuclear islands’ built in shallow water off the English coast:
to-chip-in-8.7bn-for-UK-nuclear-project
http://euanmearns.com/uk-electricity-2050-part-2-a-high-nuclear-model/
It’s based on demand estimates in: http://euanmearns.com/uk-electricity-2050-part-1-a-demand-model/

A renewables case is also explored: http://euanmearns.com/uk-electricity-part-3-wind-and-solar/ See our p.1

So what’s next?

Waste Remains

Low-level waste may be left at old reactor

NuGen and Horizon are pushing
sites, as a cheaper, safer option. RT relays an unwise quote about
for their AP1000 (3.8 GW) and
it being eatable! www.rt.com/uk/366321-nuclear-plant-waste-government/
www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/565233/Di
ABWR (5.5 GW) projects to be
scussion_Paper_3_November_2016_.pdf
next after EDFs EPR and expect
the strike price they agree with the UK government to be lower than the one agreed for EDFs
Hinkley plant. No CfD strike price figures were mentioned, but Tom Samson, NuGen CEO,
told the Lords Economic Affairs Committee’s inquiry on The Economics of UK Energy
Policy, that it was important to remember that, while only 10% of the world’s power comes
from nuclear, ‘40% of the world’s carbon abatement comes from that 10% of nuclear’:
www.world-nuclear-news.org/C-UK-nuclear-developers-explain-private-financing-approach-04111601.html

But with the Chinese reactor project at Bradwell also given the go ahead in principle, as Peter
Atherton told the Lords ‘we will be building four different reactor types, with at least five
different manufacturers, simultaneously. That is industrial insanity’. And some SMRs too?!
With £20m for new nuclear R&D over 4 years: www.gov.uk/guidance/funding-for-nuclear-innovation
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2. Global Developments

IEAilatest- 42%

Top GGEI

The 2016 edition of the Global Green Economy Index
ranking
more renewables by
(GGEI) assesses how 80 countries and 50 cities perform
2021:www.iea.org/Textbas Sweden
Norway
e/npsum/MTrenew2016sum.
in the global green economy. Sweden is again at the top,
Finland
pdf US+China lead
followed by the other ‘Nordics’ & Switzerland, Germany
Switzerland
Germany
& Austria. Developing countries in Africa & S. America including Ethiopia,
Austria
Brazil, & Costa Rica also perform well. No country in Asia does well, except
Iceland
Zambia
Cambodia. China, India, Indonesia, Japan & S Korea continue to register low.
Denmark
While many European Union members perform near the top of this GGEI
Brazil
Costa Rica
edition, others including the Czech Republic, Estonia, Poland, Romania and
Canada
Slovakia rank near the bottom. The UK’s performance continues to lag behind
France
th
its EU peers, ranking 25 , due to inconsistent policies for supporting renewable
Ethiopia
Italy
energy and green growth. The USA continues to have mediocre performance
Portugal
results, ranking 30th of the 80 countries covered. Australia continues to
Netherlands
Colombia
register a poor result ranking 55th for performance.
Uruguay
Many of the countries with high annual GDP growth rank poorly on the
Cambodia
GGEI, highlighting the limits to GDP as a
Global sustainable energy
growth indicator. They are mostly in Asia
A good quick overview of options:
(Malaysia, Thailand, Philippines) and Africa
www.climate2020.org.uk/making-the-switch/
(Nigeria, Tanzania). But see chart below.
A long academic analysis!
Countries with a high reliance on fossil fuel
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=284
extraction and export generally perform poorly
1451- in the Palgrave Handbook of the
on the GGEI, with a few exceptions.
International Political Economy of Energy.
Kuwait, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and Russia all
Climate and growth at loggerheads
Another blast from Energy Matters:
perform poorly while Norway and Canada do
http://euanmearns.com/emissions-reductions-andmuch better. Rapidly growing economies
world-energy-demand-growth/
China & India, continue to show performance
WEC’s view of the future
weakness on the GGEI Markets & Investment
Renewable energy, primarily wind and PV,
dimension. And finally, as in the 2014 edition,
has seen fast growth over the past two
Copenhagen is the top green city, followed by
decades, but is beginning to run up against
Stockholm, Vancouver, Oslo and Singapore.
technological & policy limitations, and future
http://dualcitizeninc.com/GGEI-2016.pdf

growth will depend on significant changes in
policy and grid design, says a new World
Energy Council report. It’s a bit gloomy
about variable renewables- max 39% of
global electricity by 2060 in their new
scenario study: www.worldenergy.org/wpcontent/uploads/2016/10/World-Energy-Scenarios2016_Executive-Summary.pdf

WEC on Variable renewables:
www.worldenergy.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/VariableRenewables-Integration-in-Electricity-Systems-2016-How-toget-it-right-_-Full-Report-1.pdf

Pugwash views The British Pugwash
group has looked critically at DECCs global
2050 pathways model, but, in the scenario it
adopts, renewables only supply 38% of
global power by 2050! Much like WEC…
100%? No way! http://britishpugwash.org/wp/wpcontent/uploads/2016/02/Climate-change-and-theDECC-Global-Calculator_FINAL1.pdf

Single measure comparisons can mislead

Challenging views on PV, EVs & batteries
Carbon intensity: Growth/emission ratio cuts look
www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kxryv2XrnqM
good, but what about total actual emissions?
BNEF overview: www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-04-06/wind-and-solar-are-crushing-fossil-fuels
*A clever idea for carbon capture, food & energy production: http://bellona.org/projects/ocean-forest
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Wind will get even cheaper

Technology roundup

Wind power is already the cheapest new renewable in most places, with prices falling
rapidly. But a US Berkeley Lab study says costs may fall further by 24-30% by 2030 and 3541% by 2050. Offshore will continue to be more expensive in most cases, but progress is
rapid in all sectors and the study’s price reduction estimates may prove to be conservative.

http://newscenter.lbl.gov/2016/09/13/experts-anticipatesignificant-continued-reductions-wind-energy-costs/

PV accelerates too
PV solar is booming globally, with
performance improving. The US
Energy Information Agency cited an
annual capacity factor of around
28% for utility-sized PV in the US in
2015- nearly as good as that for wind:
www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/epm_table_graph
er.cfm?t=epmt_6_07_b Energy Matters were
not convinced: http://euanmearns.com/solarpv-capacity-factors-in-the-us-the-eia-data/

www.nature.com/articles/nenergy2016135.epdf

IRENA says offshore wind has the potential to grow to 100
GW in 2030, with new technology cutting costs by 57%:

China produced 27GW of PV modules
in the first half of 2016, a 38% rise on
2015, and installed 20 GW more in
China, 3 times more than in 2015. It’s
slowed since then, but is at ~65GW total:
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/china-solarpanel-glut-undermines-061942197.html

www.irena.org/menu/index.aspx?mnu=Subcat&PriMenuID=36&CatID=141&SubcatID=2742

Solar CSP also doing well round the world
New Concentrated Solar Power technology is getting better:

Clever Solar tiles

www.renewableenergyworld.com/art
icles/2016/10/elon-musk-revealssolar-roof-made-of-glass-tiles.html

http://social.csptoday.com/technology/csp-competition-heats-fresnel-design-taps-higher-temperatures and new markets
are opening up: http://social.csptoday.com/markets/solarreserve-eyes-chile-csp-wins-surplus-pv-disrupts-markets

Global Clean Energy Progress - outlined in 5 charts: wind, PV and Battery growth
www.renewableenergyworld.com/articles/slideshow/2016/09/6-charts-that-will-make-you-optimistic-about-clean-energy.html

Supergrid prospects: https://cleantechnica.com/2016/10/07/global-supergrid-funding-reach-10-2-billion-2025/
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EU Offshore wind gets cheaper

EU news

There are some excellent new offshore wind projects planned in the EU, with prices falling
Overview: www.theguardian.com/environment/2016/oct/20/europes-offshore-wind-industry-booming-as-costs-fall

Last year Danish wind company DONG put in a successful bid for two 350 MW projects 22
miles off the Dutch coast at €72.7/MWh (~£61), well below the proposed strike for new
projects off the UK, which are to be offered about £105/MWh in the next CfD round:
http://renews.biz/103317/dong-wins-700mw-borssele-double/ But Vattenfall later did even better, with a
winning bid for 170 MW and 180 MW projects 5 miles or so off the Danish coast at €63.8
MWh (~£54). Bloomberg actually cited €60 as the cost, and said it was so low because the
turbines were ‘unusually close to the shore, leading to lower costs for foundations and
transportation’, although that meant you ‘lose a key advantage of not having a visual impact’.
www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-09-12/wind-power-price-driven-to-record-low-in-north-sea-by-vattenfall

These projects are expected to start up in 2020, though there are worries that, as near shore
projects, they may fall foul of Denmark’s new renewables policy. Danish energy minister
Lars Lilleholt said ‘It is no secret that the government wants to abandon the construction of
the coastal wind turbines’. He explained that ‘the government believes ‘green power’ at sea,
where applicable, should be further away from the coast. It will not disfigure our unique
coastlines and should be seen in light of the fact that the price of offshore wind far out at sea,
according to the wind industry itself, is expected to be halved over the next ten years.’
Lilleholt also said that the costs are still too high: ‘It is great that the industry has managed to
lower the price so significantly. Support costs however will be almost double or DKK 1.7 bn
higher than expected when we made the energy agreement in 2012. This is a significant
additional expense that the government has not allocated funding for in our 2025 plan.’
It’s true that the new winning bid prices don’t include transmission or balancing costs, so that
the final cost to consumers will be higher: connection charges might push the Danish project
up to maybe £80/MWh and balancing might add a further 10%. Making it £88. It is that, and
the total cost to Denmark, that evidently worries the government. But, Vattenfall say the raw
price of the new projects was ‘more than 30% under the price cap in the energy
EU power
agreement from 2012’ - €91/MWh. And even with the extra’s it’s still under this
prices
http://euan
cap. But the Danish energy ministry has said electricity prices had fallen since
mearns.com
the 2012 agreement, so that support levels ought to be lower. The battle goes on!
/energyprices-ineurope/

www.windpoweroffshore.com/article/1408535/vattenfall-wins-nearshore-auction-€638-mwh
Dutch win: www.renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2016/09/how-dong-energy-bid-offshore-wind-at-just-8-cents.html

Being a bit more optimistic, the fall in prices and expansion of projects means that, with
renewable energy providers ‘engaged in a race for the bottom,’ as one observer commented,
‘costs are falling so fast, there may soon be no problem for the carbon market to fix’.
www.renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2016/09/european-offshore-wind-farms-undermine-carbon-prices.html

High CFs Offshore wind projects have better, more reliable wind regimes, so their annual
output is a higher proportion of what they could in theory produce if they could run flat out all
the time. That proportion is called their capacity factor (sometimes load factor). It’s ~30%
for onshore wind. The rolling12 month capacity factor achieved by Danish offshore projects
to July 2016 was ~ 40% for the whole fleet and 46.6% for the best site in 2015. Life time CFs
were even higher: http://energynumbers.info/capacity-factors-at-danish-offshore-wind-farms while
EC plan
the rolling 12 month CF for UK offshore wind projects was 41.3%. 50% soon?
The 2030
The London Array achieved 46.5%: http://energynumbers.info/uk-offshore-wind-capacity-factor
In 12/15 it was 79%: http://offshorewind.works/uk-offshore-wind-farm-records-best-ever-month/

140 GW more wind in Europe by 2025

There’s been record growth
in Germany, Finland, Poland, Netherlands & Turkey. In the next decade 36 GW
more is expected for Germany, 15.7 GW in the UK & 13.5 GW in Turkey:
www.climateactionprogramme.org/news/140gw_of_wind_capacity_to_be_added_in_europe_by_2025

But by then the UK won’t be in the EU. So, as well as other things, we’ll miss the
new EC plan* to help local self-gen, but also to allow a free market for prices:
https://ec.europa.eu/energy/en/news/commission-proposes-new-rules-consumer-centred-clean-energy-transition
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plan* has
new rules
on biomass
- not tight
enough?
www.newscien
tist.com/article/
2114993europes-greenenergy-policyis-a-disasterfor-theenvironment

Energy Democracy The German experience
The full Energiewende story from Craig Morris, reporting on how
grass roots actions have changed everything: http://energiewendebook.de
Though grid development delays are causing problems for wind power:

German win

http://energytransition.de/20
16/08/germany-already-hasmore-green-power-than-itever-had-nuclear/

www.theguardian.com/environment/2016/oct/11/germany-takes-steps-to-roll-back-renewable-energy-revolution

But storage can help - a 16 MW pumped hydro plant is to be built on the Kocher River in
Gaildorf, fed by wind turbines: www.renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2016/10/pilot-project-combining-windand-pumped-storage-hydro-under-construction-in-germany.html Munich aims for 100% green district heat:
www.decentralized-energy.com/articles/2016/09/munich-aims-high-on-renewable-district-heating.html A

balancing aid..

The power pricing system however needs attention: wholesale prices are falling but domestic
consumers aren’t seeing the full benefits in retail prices - industry gets most of them:
www.renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2016/10/german-renewable-power-surcharge-increases-by-8-percent.html

But Germany has adopted an efficiency first principle - save energy before you generate more:
http://blogs.sussex.ac.uk/sussexenergygroup/2016/10/31/germany-efficiency-first/ And also this ‘no fossil car’ plan:
www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/germany-petrol-car-ban-no-combustion-diesel-vehicles-2030-a7354281.html

Spain - heading slowly for 50% of green power
Spain is heading for a 50% renewable electricity share, with wind at 21.8%, hydro 17.8%, PV
3.4%, CSP 2.4%, others 1.8%, in all 47.2% in the first 8 months last year. It’s helped cut cost:
www.windpowermonthly.com/article/1413938/spanish-wind-saves-bill-payers-€15-billion

It might even get to 100%:

www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/spain-environment-renewable-energy-clean-energy-wind-solar-acciona-a7377586.html

But there are funding problems. The global recession hit Spain hard and the government cut
back support for renewables dramatically, leading to cash deficits for some projects and a
slow down in expansion. Despite some claw-back retrospective taxes, and the so-called solar
tax, the cumulative tariff deficit is €25bn, due partly to the earlier relatively high FiT support:
www.renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2016/09/spain-closes-in-on-50-percent-renewable-power-generation.html

Gibraltar’s 5 MW wave project 8 shore-mounted hydraulic plates, in all
100 kW, grid linked, but EcoWavePower plan to expand to 5 MW in an upgrade.
The Israeli company also has subsidiaries in Mexico & China and is gearing up
for 111 MW of projects. It claims that costs will be comparable to wind/fossil:
www.power-technology.com/features/featuregibraltar-wave-power-project-surfs-up-possibilities-across-europe-4996030/

Dutch aim for zero CO2 by 2050 & zero green energy subsidies by 2026, with 1 GW p.a.

of new offshore wind: www.windpoweroffshore.com/article/1418377/netherlands-plans-subsidy-free-auctions-2026
Portugal gets 52% of its power (and 25% of energy) from renewables, mostly hydro, PV,
wind & biomass. But the financial squeeze had a big impact, with green project support cut,
although there are hopes for change and that EU grid interconnections via Spain can help:
www.politico.eu/article/portugal-looks-to-free-its-stranded-renewables-wind-solar-energy-subsidies-european-union/

Sweden gets over 57% of its power from renewables, and is aiming for 100% by 2040:
www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/sweden-renewable-energy-target-2040-country-on-track-a7381686.html
http://analys.se/publikationer/rapporter/english-translation-of-the-swedish-energy-policy-agreement-of-10-june-2016/2016/ +
batteries! www.renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2016/10/sweden-set-to-launch-residential-energy-storage-scheme.html

France With many nuclear plants shut last year for tests, coal use shot up, indicating how
vital it is to get more renewables going: its aim is 23% (electricity) by 2020, 40% by 2030:

www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-10-18/france-burns-coal-like-its-1984-as-prices-jump-on-atomic-woes
But offshore wind moves on: www.renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2016/11/france-gears-up-for-floating-wind.html

Power to Gas Hydrogen systems supplier Hydrogenics is involved with pilot projects in
Denmark & Italy to demonstrate the potential of hydrogen electrolysers for grid balancing:
www.windpowermonthly.com/article/1412122/industrial-scale-hydrogen-storage-trial

WFC wants regional EU co-operation
The World Future Council says regional cooperation within the EU can
bridge the gap between national renewable energy policies & local level
deployment, allow participation of non-state actors, and create a shared
cross-border identity, with the revenue generated more likely to stay local:
www.worldfuturecouncil.org/driving-regional-cooperation-for-renewables-european-union/
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Citizen Power

There’s a ‘45% by 2050’
EU potential for selfgenerated citizen energy:

www.cedelft.eu/publicatie/the_pot
ential_of_energy_citizens_in_the_
european_union/1845

World news

Japan needs more

Renewables supplied about 14% of Japan’s electricity
in financial year to March 2016, up from 13.7% in
2015 (see chart) compared to 1.1% from its few
restarted nuclear plants, though WNA says it was only
0.5% in 2015. At issue is whether renewables can
accelerate to meet the government’s 22-24% by 2030.
target. The Japan Photovoltaic Energy Association said:
‘Whether or not Japan embraces nuclear again, we
need to reduce the role of petroleum-based fuels, and to
do so, we need far more renewables than we’re on track to achieve’.
www.wsj.com/articles/japans-shift-to-renewable-energy-loses-power-1473818581

China to get even more

1GW solar
Turkey plans 1 GW
of PV in Konya, to
start up in 2018.

It’s installing two wind turbines every hour: www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-37409069
China continues to be a global leader with more wind power (near 200 GW) and solar PV
(over 65 GW) than any other country. The 13th Five Year Plan (2015-2020) proposed targets
for energy efficiency, the reduction of carbon intensity as well as diversification away from
fossil fuels, whereby non-fossil fuels are to provide 15% of primary energy use by 2020, up
from 7.4% in 2005. But China’s National Energy Administration is considering raising the
2020 solar target from 100 GW to 150 GW, which would bring about 21 GW p.a of
installation between 2016 through to 2020. The Five Year Plan also proposed to increase wind
to 250 GW by 2020. But, with costs falling, it may well exceed both targets.
www.chinadialogue.net/article/show/single/en/8734-Climate-energy-and-China-s-13th-Five-Year-Plan- in-graphics

www.renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2016/12/china-to-cut-solar-wind-power-prices-as-project-costs-fall.html

A quite conservative MIT study, looking at power system constraints, suggested that, with
careful attention to location & grid links, wind might produce 26% of China’s electricity by
2030: http://environmentalresearchweb.org/cws/article/yournews/65416 For comparison it says there may be
58 GW of nuclear by 2020, up from 29.4 GW in mid-2016, which then supplied ~ 2% of its
power, though the World Nuclear Industry Status Report says ‘the 21 units with 21.5 GW
under construction will not be sufficient to reach the target. And the average construction
time of the 25 units that China brought on line over the past decade was 5.7 years and many
of the units under construction encounter significant delays. It appears therefore practically
impossible for the country to reach its 2020 nuclear target.’ www.worldnuclearreport.org/
Coal is more of an issue - but it is cutting back. Whether that will be enough remains to be
seem. See Dave Toke’s new Routledge book ‘China’s Role in Reducing Carbon Emissions’.
Grids & losses are issues: http://blogs.wsj.com/experts/2016/09/13/how-china-wastes-its-renewable-energy/
It is trying to respond, but it is certainly true that, without proper grid
Africa
systems and balancing, curtailment of wind surplus can be high.
Off-grid not enough
Next - wave energy. There seems to have
www.ukerc.ac.uk/network
/network-news/guestbeen a Chinese clone of the UK’s Pelamis:
blog-rewriting-thewww.theguardian.com/world/2016/oct/10/mysteriousfactory-break-in-raises-suspicions-about-chinese-visit
No!: http://renewables.seenews.com/news/chinas-csicdenies-stealing-scottish-wave-tech-data-report-543199

textbook-for-africanpower-utilities.html More
Coalihttp://allafrica.com/s
tories/201610060034.html

India 160 GW of renewables by 2022, but curtailment hurts:
www.thehindu.com/business/Industry/india-wastes-1520-of-its-renewable-energy-due-to-lack-of-storage-panasonic-energyhead/article9108086.ece and www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/how-can-india-avoid-wasting-renewable-energy

There are also financing problems with some public sector solar projects, which, Bridge to
India says, lose out over private sector projects since ‘their more stringent technical
specification reduces scope for cost optimization’, with recent tenders typically 10-15%
higher than for private sector projects - partly because of domestic content requirements.
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Asian Supergrid - now several steps nearer
An agreement has been signed by
interested parties in Japan, China, S
Korea, and Russia on an Asian super
grid, starting with a NE Golden Ring.

Bigger still
Global Grid!

REI

www.geni.org/gl
obalenergy/librar
y/newsletters/199
5/buckminsterfuller-on-theglobal-energygrid.shtml

In 2011, Masayoshi Son, a founder, chairman, and CEO of Softbank Group, a
Japanese multinational telecom and internet corporation, reacted to the Fukushima disaster by
founding the Renewable Energy Institute (REI), with one of its project concepts being an
Asia Super Grid (ASG). ASG aims to maximize the usage of renewables and enhance
energy stability by taking advantage of the regional diversity in loads and resources - with
surplus green power being exchanged and wasteful local curtailment being avoided.
Progress has been made on the idea. The first step was to develop electricity generation plants
in Japan, by creating SB Energy Corp. as part of the SoftBank Group, in 2011. Renewable
Energy World (REW) reports that ‘The company is now operating 33 utility-scaled renewable
power plants nationwide, including a 48 MW wind farm in Shimane prefecture and a 111 MW
solar PV farm in Hokkaido prefecture’. But it also looked outside Japan for more abundant
renewable energy sources, for example to Mongolia, which has vast wind resources. To
harness them, the company formed Clean Energy Asia LLC with Newcom LLC, a Mongolian
conglomerate. REW notes that ‘the joint company has secured a land-leasing right in the
Gobi Desert for the next 100 years to develop and operate 7 GW worth of wind farms’. It
goes on ‘The company also formed a joint venture company called SBG Cleantech Ltd in
India, with India’s Bharti Enterprises Pvt. and Taiwan’s Foxconn Technology Group, to
develop a 350 MW solar PV farm in the southern state of Andhra Pradesh’.
As for the supergrid, backing has now come from Liu Zhenya, a former chairman of State
Grid Corporation of China and Hwan-Eik Cho, president/CEO of Korea Electric Power Corp.
a South Korean public power company, and along with Rosseti, a Russian electric power and
grid operator, they have signed a memorandum of understanding (MOU) to conduct technical
and economic feasibility studies toward creating the international transmission network in
Northeast Asia. The initial emphasis is on a so called Golden Ring (see map above), with
wind energy in Mongolia transmitted to Japan, via China and South Korea, with undersea grid
cables, and hydropower from Russia also delivered to Japan and other nations. It’s claimed
that the cost of bringing electricity generated by hydropower in Russia to Japan via undersea
transmission cables is below 10.5 cents/kWh, which is the cost of electricity generated by a
coal-fired power plant in Japan. Similarly, the cost of bringing wind energy generated in
Mongolia via China and then S Korea to Japan is also estimated to be below 10.5 cents/kWh.
Son told REW: ‘Renewable is clean and safe, but used to be very expensive. By sharing
renewable energy with each other, renewable is now clean, safe, and stable and low-cost.’
www.renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2016/10/the-asia-super-grid-countries-join-together-to-maximize-renewableenergy.html Also see: www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0196890416000364 and www.renewableei.org/en/activities/events_20160908.php Global: www.sciencedirect.com/science/book/9780128044056

www.humanosphere.org/environment/2016/12/asian-super-grid-dreams-connecting-world-clean-energy/

Majority world In a more grass-roots vision, Practical Action’s report Poor People’s Energy Outlook:
National Energy Planning from the Bottom Up outlines how the global community can realistically deliver
climate & universal energy access goals for the world’s poor, with Bangladesh, Togo, Kenya case studies:
http://infohub.practicalaction.org/oknowledge/bitstream/11283/620102/1/PPEO2016-briefing-paper.pdf
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The US gets going offshore - and on land
With its first offshore wind farm, the 30 MW Block Island project off Rhode Island, now
running, the US Dept. of Energy says, in theory, 86 GW could be installed offshore by 2050:
www.renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2016/09/us-plans-for-86-gw-of-offshore-wind.html

But one Block Island unit broke: www.windpoweroffshore.com/article/1417678/block-island-set-back-turbine-damage
And the 24 MW Fisherman’s Energy project off Atlantic City has also hit a funding problem:
www.windpoweroffshore.com/article/1419926/fishermens-energy-funding-pulled-updated

Next: Trident Wind plans to build a 765 MW offshore wind farm, 25 miles off the Californian coast.
Wave too: www.dailymail.co.uk/wires/ap/article-3796079/First-wave-produced-electricity-US-goes-online-Hawaii.html
Hopefully progress can still continue under Trump, although
Equality for nuclear?
he has said that ‘coal will last for 1,000 years in this country’,
www.environmentalprogress.org/bignews/2016/9/22/department-of-energyso we can expect radically changed priorities & cuts in support
task-force-backs-environmental-progressfor green projects & climate policies. See below. But he’s keen call-to-save-nuclear-power-plants-withsubsidy-equal-to-that-received-by-wind
on industrial renewal. And industry is getting on with it.
General Motors is to source all electricity used in its 350 global operations in 59 countries
from renewables by 2050. But in the US there’s allegedly too much - forcing prices down!
www.technologyreview.com/s/601221/texas-and-california-have-too-much-renewable-energy/

Well yes, the old fossil and nuclear generators can’t compete, and there are balancing issues
to sort, but that is in hand. And the old order seems to be changing: will Trump resist?
www.renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2016/10/baseload-vs-flexibility-standing-the-traditional-generation-model-on-its-head.html

The US has much more space per capita than the EU, good for land-hungry PV wind, &
biomass, but there are issues: http://euanmearns.com/primary-energy-in-the-european-union-and-usa-compared/
But see: www.utilitydive.com/news/how-new-transmission-can-unlock-10-times-more-renewables-for-the-eastern-u/427882/
Renewables overtook US nuclear
output (again) in 2010: EIA, 2016

www.eia.gov/totalenergy/data/monthly/pdf/mer.pdf

What next? Wind is averaging
2c/kWh. Can Trump ignore that?

https://emp.lbl.gov/publications/2015-windtechnologies-market-report Or John Kerry’s parting shot at

COP22: the US would cut emissions by 80% and get
55% of its power from renewables by 2050:
www.edie.net/news/9/US-submits-long-term-climate-strategy-to-UN/

Trumps new team? Oilmen and climate sceptics:

www.nytimes.com/2016/12/07/us/politics/scott-pruitt-epa-trump.html
http://grist.org/briefly/exxonmobil-has-doubled-down-on-dirty-tar-sands-oil/
http://grist.org/politics/george-w-bush-epa-chief-slams-trumps-pick/
www.renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2016/12/perry-said-to-be-offeredenergy-secretary-position-by-trump.html Draining the swamp:
www.cnbc.com/2016/12/10/trump-team-memo-on-climate-change-alarmsenergy-department-staff.html

US after Trump

XXXXXXXXX

www.desmogblog.com/2016/11/15/what-president-trump-means-future-energy-and-climate

Obama

www.bbc.c
o.uk/news/s
cienceenvironmen
t-38560216

A Pew Research Centre study found that two-thirds US citizens favoured alternative energy over
fossil fuel. But in the election run up, Trump said he wanted ‘to unleash America’s $50 trillion in
untapped shale, oil, & natural gas reserves, plus hundreds of years in clean coal reserves’, and
would halt all federal spending on wind & solar. He’d also rescind the EPA’s Climate Action Plan, ‘cancel’ the
Paris COP 21 deal and ‘stop all payments of US tax dollars to UN global warming programs’
within his first 100 days in office. His advisor on energy said ‘none of it should be subsidized, none Trump
www.white
of it. If it makes it in the market, fine.’ But some said it might not be too bad for renewables:
www.renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2016/11/tesla-s-future-in-trump-s-world.html

Trump did shift on climate change and said he wont ditch COP 21. Let’s see, now he’s in power.

www.theguardian.com/environment/2016/dec/15/nicholas-stern-donald-trump-may-not-be-as-bad-for-the-environment-as-feared

house.gov/a
mericafirst-energy

Climate debate unabated
The chart, right, is from a contrarian web site:
www.drroyspencer.com/latest-global-temperatures/

Christophers Brooker’s view:

www.telegraph.co.uk/science/2016/10/08/the-guardians-100months-to-save-the-planet-was-always-just-a-fa/
Matt Ridley’s view: www.thegwpf.com/matt-ridley-globalwarming-versus-global-greening/
Reality? Here’s a neat chart: www.climate-labbook.ac.uk/files/2016/05/spiral_optimized.gif
And Trump: www.washingtonpost.com/news/energyenvironment/wp/2016/11/09/trump-victory-reverses-u-s-energyand-environmental-priorities/

But there is a short-term fall:
www.thegwpf.com/its-official-record-drop-of-global-temperatures/
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Nuclear rising? Emboldened by the Hinkley decision Nuclear news
The World Nuclear Association says nuclear can achieve the momentum required to create
an extra 1000 GW of capacity globally by 2050. It says only nuclear can supply the clean,
affordable & reliable electricity needed to meet rising global energy demand & climate goals:
http://world-nuclear-news.org/NP-Achieving-1000-GWe-of-new-capacity-by-2050-16091601.html

But it did recognize some local political issues: www.world-nuclear-news.org/NP-Recognition-sought-forIs this one? http://af.reuters.com/article/commoditiesNews/idAFL8N1CV7K7
And this? www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-10-25/carlyle-group-sees-u-s-nuclear-industry-s-end-without-subsidies-iupx27u9
nuclears-unique-attributes-2109164.html

Small nuclear

‘Mini nuke’ SMR’s are being touted by some as the way ahead.
Some of the designs for small modular reactors are quite exotic, based on the use of fuel
dissolved in molten salt, which then acts as both reaction medium/moderator and heat
transfer/coolant medium. Terrestrial Energy amongst others is pushing this MSR idea, and is
seeking US government backing: www.world-nuclear-news.org/NN-Terrestrial-Energy-to-complete-US-loanguarantee-application-1409167.html It may take a while to happen! But some of the less radical ideas
might be faster to develop. See the WNA’s account of the field & support programmes:
www.world-nuclear.org/information-library/nuclear-fuel-cycle/nuclear-power-reactors/small-nuclear-power-reactors.aspx

It’s all very uncertain, with big cost and other unknowns. But there are enthusiasts:
https://eandt.theiet.org/content/articles/2016/10/miniature-nuclear-power-stations-available-within-decade

Taiwan

Waste dump mess The clean-up after the 2014 fire at WIPP in New Mexico

bows out

US, the world’s only deep underground nuclear waste repository, used mostly for
military wastes, is hugely over budget, & full operations won't resume until 2021:
www.theecologist.org/News/news_analysis/2988145/wipp_nuclear_waste_accident_will_cost_us_taxpayers_2_billion.html

www.asahi.co
m/ajw/articles/
AJ201610310
023.html

EDFs latest crisis Potentially generic steel quality faults in French plants led to power
outages last year, with 5 plants initially shut for tests, weakening EDFs already poor finances:
http://af.reuters.com/article/energyOilNews/idAFL8N1C45C7 But it got worse, with 12 shut & more at risk:
www.theecologist.org/News/news_analysis/2988175/sizewell_b_and_27_other_edf_nuclear_plants_at_risk_of_catastrophic_failure.html
At peak, 20 were off line: www.powermag.com/frances-nuclear-storm-many-power-plants-down-due-to-quality-concerns/

A big mess: www.theguardian.com/environment/2016/dec/02/hinkley-point-edf-new-crisis-safety-checks-french-nuclear-plants
www.theecologist.org/News/news_analysis/2988433/french_taxpayers_face_huge_nuclear_bill_as_edf_financial_crisis_deepens.html

Japanese Breeder to go The $9.8bn Monju plutonium-breeder fast reactor has only
operated for 250 days in all since an accident in 1995, months after it went online, and has
cost ~ $200m p.a. just for maintenance. It’s to be decommissioned at a cost of $3.2bn:
www.world-nuclear-news.org/NP-Japanese-government-says-Monju-will-be-scrapped-2212164.html

Meanwhile steel forging problems mean there are issues with some of Japans other plants:
www.greenpeace.org/japan/Global/japan/pdf/R3235-R1_20161025.pdf while Toshiba has financial problems
as a result of its nuclear commitments: www.theenergycollective.com/dan-yurman/2395561/toshibas-financialmeltdown-puts-its-nuclear-projects-at-risk-worldwide And the Fukushima clean-up cost rises:
www.scmp.com/news/asia/east-asia/article/2039929/cost-scrap-fukushima-nuclear-plant-massively-underestimated

Russia renegs

Last year, with tensions rising over the Syrian war, Russia suspended its
agreement with the USA to reduce stockpiles of surplus weapons-grade plutonium. In 2000
they each agreed to dispose of 34 tonnes of weapons grade plutonium. Some of it from bombs
had been used to fuel power plants, some as MOX, along with 500 tonnes of highly enriched
Russian uranium. Maybe the Megatons to Megawatts conversion programme
Russia’s much
was a good use for this material, since it existed. But what happens now?
delayed fast
www.world-nuclear-news.org/NP-Russia-suspends-plutonium-agreement-with-USA-04101601.html

Nuclear history repeats itself

In the UK, with multiple reactor types:

http://blogs.sussex.ac.uk/policy-engagement/2016/09/28/nuclear-industry-in-the-uk-back-to-the-future/

And globally, with yet more attempts to get fast breeders to work effectively, so far
with mixed results- slow progress e.g. in Russia, and failed projects (Monju). See:

neutron MOXfueled plant is now
fully on line:

http://euanmearns.com
/the-bn-800-fastreactor-a-milestoneon-a-long-road/

www.theecologist.org/News/news_analysis/2988203/japan_abandons_monju_fast_reactor_the_slow_death_of_a_nuclear_dream.html

A prognosis: ‘While no energy source is without its economic costs & environmental impacts, what has been
seen clearly over the past decade, and particularly in the past few years, is that choosing to decarbonize with
nuclear turns out [to be] an expensive, slow, risky & potentially hazardous pathway, one which few countries
are pursuing’:www.worldnuclearreport.org/ But preparing for the worst- a roll out of internal dose radiation monitors:
https://ohsonline.com/articles/2016/10/07/hhs-pursuing-tests-for-radiation-absorbed-in-nuclear-emergencies.aspx
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3. Forum

Odds and ends for you to chew on

Comments welcome

Decentralised power - can we go off grid?
Some say that the vision of households and businesses moving largely off-grid by storing
solar power generated during the day for use overnight is close to becoming a reality.
http://blueandgreentomorrow.com/features/home-can-powered-solar-around-clock

But so are larger rural projects where there’s more room,
as witness this PV+ storage project in Somerset:
http://theenergyst.com/who-needs-an-efr-contract-somerset-solar-siteinstalls-grid-scale-tesla-battery-storage-unit/

There are problems. The Solar Trade Association says the
nascent sector needs key regulatory, economic & market
barriers removed if it is to deliver on its potential:
www.businessgreen.com/bg/news/2471781/solar-industry-urgesgovernment-to-tear-down-barriers-to-storage-deployment

STA on PV storage

‘Storage allows clean solar energy to
be used by a consumer whenever they
want to use it and by minimising their
draw from the grid, solar power with
storage makes a consumer less
dependent on the grid: further
reducing energy bills’. www.solar-

Some say we should re-plan the whole thing - bottom up:

trade.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Solarstorage-Opportunities-The-STAs-PositionPaper-on-Energy-Storage.pdf

www.ukerc.ac.uk/network/network-news/guest-blog-optimising-the-energysystem-from-the-bottom-up.html

via co-ops: http://smallwind.org.uk

Small wind can play a local role too,

There certainly are some big community solar projects:
www.solarpowerportal.co.uk/news/largest_community_owned_solar_pv_rooftop_project_completed_in_oxfordshire
And some interesting low/zero-carbon house projects too: www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment33544831 Though self-build can take time: www.houseplanninghelp.com/hph114-the-long-road-to-highperformance-homes-with-david-olivier-from-energy-advisory-associates/

Arguably, all but the best of these domestic projects would benefit from,
and indeed need, some top-ups from grid links, for long sunless periods,
and also to export any excess power that can’t be stored on site. That
may be even more the case for buildings and facilities with high energy
use. So we will still need grid links and other renewable supplies, located
elsewhere, to feed them. It’s the same for heat - heat networks, with large
efficient heat stores, may make more sense for some urban homes and
buildings than trying to supply heat just from local ambient sources. They
can be fed by stores linked to big solar, or biomass CHP.

Biofuels debate

Labour power…
www.ecotricity.co.uk/foryour-home/vote-with-yourenergy-bills- from Ecotricity

Tidal wrecks?

‘The bed of the River
Severn is littered with
a dozen or more failed
schemes to harness the
estuary’s tidal power’
The Times 17/10/16.
Really? There are none
we know of! So far…

Nuclear unknowns

Will nuclear plant costs be contained?

www.dailymail.co.uk/money/markets/articleUniversity of Michigan researchers
3802640/Trust-won-t-penny-budget-HinkleyBritain-s-new-18bn-nuclear-plant-finally-waysay that biofuels raise rather than
EDF-s-boss-build-time.html
cut CO2 emissions, and refute biogenic carbon emission
And what about fusion?
http://euanmearns.com/imagining-fusion-power/
neutrality. They claim that in the US in 2008-13, the
OU nuclear course:
biogenic CO2 emissions from biofuels were greater than
www.futurelearn.com/courses/nuclear-power
the CO2 absorbed by the biofuel crops. But the NNFCC
A review of the nuclear debate:
Biofuels News Review says ‘It didn’t take long for cracks https://newmatilda.com/2016/10/20/a-nuclearconspiracy-jim-green-responds-to-geoff-russell/
in the paper’s methodology to be picked apart however including the fact that all parts of the plant (grain, stalk,
Post Truth fact checks
leaves & roots) were considered when accounting for carbon released Powerful timely analysis:
www.currentaffairs.org/2016/1
to the atmosphere, but only the grain considered for carbon being
2/the-necessity-of-credibility
absorbed. The fact too that the research was partly funded by the
e.g. see the wind and birds part
American Petroleum Institute almost qualifies it as highly suspect.’

The debate goes on! www.nnfcc.co.uk/publications/nnfcc-news-review-biofuels-issue-54-september-2016
www.telegraph.co.uk/news/earth/environment/climatechange/7614934/Biofuels-cause-four-times-more-carbon-emissions.html

Clexit Paris Climate accord exit campaign: http://clexit.net/2016/08/01/summary-statement/

One time French Presidential hopeful Nicolas Sarkozy said ‘the climate has been changing
for 4.5 billion years. Mankind is not solely responsible for this change. I'd rather we talk
about a more important issues.’ But Clexit didn’t work. The Paris accord has been ratified.
Though Lovelock says we’re all doomed. So maybe it all doesn’t matter? Even Trump!
www.theguardian.com/environment/2016/sep/30/james-lovelock-interview-by-end-of-century-robots-will-have-taken-over
Unsurprisingly, Jeremy Leggett disagrees- it’s even more urgent: www.jeremyleggett.net/2016/12/stateof-the-transition-november-2016-steps-forward-continue-to-outnumber-steps-back-notwithstanding-trump-election-but/
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Balancing wind - inertial stability frequency variations
In modern grid systems, generator AC outputs are synchronously linked, with large power
stations, and their big, heavy rotating turbo-generators, providing significant system inertia
and lock-stepped, frequency stability. Grid power is supplied at 50 Hertz, but this can be
allowed to vary slightly, compensating for some variations in supply and load/demand. The
big plants’ rotational inertia acts as a buffer to grid changes, coping with varying inductive
loads. Wind turbines provide much less rotational inertia, and the way some operate makes
them even worse in terms of grid frequency stabilisation: some are not directly coupled to the
grid, but operate asynchronously, generating variable DC power which is then converted to
AC in an inverter. That allows the turbines to rotate at optimum speed and maximum output,
varying with the wind, but their output is not frequency stable, and that has to be dealt with by
the inverter. Some newer turbines are however directly coupled and run synchronously at
fixed grid-defined rotation speeds, so that there is better frequency stability, although less
total energy output. So the grid matching problem can be dealt with to some degree, either by
direct AC coupling or via synchronous inverter compensators/condensers. Evidently around
35% of all turbines installed recently had synchronous generators, 70% permanent-magnets
such as Goldwind, 30% electrically-excited such as Enercon. Interestingly, in Germany, new
wind farms are now mandated to provide ‘synthetic inertia’ to help with grid integration:

stabilisation, but that’s only for quick start up, short term balancing, allowing other
backups time to ramp up if there are long shortfalls. So this may over-egg its case:
www.linkedin.com/pulse/why-national-grids-decision-award-200mw-energy-storage-gerard-reid

The World Energy Council says battery storage will be important, but so may other
options, depending on the cost/scale/duration requirements. It’s a matter of ‘horses
for courses’: www.worldenergy.org/publications/2016/e-storage-shifting-from-cost-to-value- 2016
Pumped Hydro still dominates, Power to gas conversion is promising, but there’s a
way to go for hydrogen: www.linkedin.com/pulse/coming-hydrogen-economy-finally-gerard-reid

Curtailment is a waste

Weak SW grid

www.plymouthherald.co.uk/bra

Dave Elliott’s new book- out soon:details later

Balancing power National Grid has backed big batteries for grid power

Nuclear Power: past, present and future

www.linkedin.com/pulse/20140610075423-150425842-you-spin-me-right-round-baby-why-synthetic-inertia-iscritical-to-renewables-deployment Flywheels can also be used. CHP plants too.
UK success: www.windpoweroffshore.com/article/1410203/burbo-bank-completes-frequency-control-tests

kes-put-on-solar-energyTo meet peak energy demand with variable renewables we
output-in-far-south-west/storymay have to install more renewable capacity than is needed
29787792-detail/story.html
at other times - so there will at times be a surplus. Some say
that wasting it doesn’t matter - it’s in effect, free. But the plant isn’t free and it makes
sense to use what it produces, especially if it can be stored and used to meet peak demand, if
its not too costly. That’s unclear: Power to gas conversion has low efficiency. But meeting
peaks & filling in for lulls with fossil plants also has costs - and climate impacts.
SMRs to the rescue? Some say we could use mini-nukes instead, Not Kidding
Steve Kidd’s NEI
small modular reactors, since allegedly they will be able to ramp up and
column is
down more than large inflexible nuclear plants. Possibly supplying heat as opinion
always worth a look:
well as power. That’s all unclear (their economics may be hit) and SMR www.neimagazine.com/o
pinion/opinionrenewablecosts are unknown, but Newcastle-based SMR enthusiasts Penultimate
power-what-about-thehype-4941758/ Having a
Power think SMRs will work best as ‘complementary to, rather than
tilt at renewables…
competing with’ big nuclear plants:

www.chroniclelive.co.uk/business/business-news/newcastle-company-forefront-technology-small-10869984
Also see: www.world-nuclear-news.org/NN-UK-considers-how-to-use-small-reactor-opportunity-1910161.html

Its claimed that they can based on existing nuclear submarine technology:
www.telegraph.co.uk/business/2016/03/19/rolls-royce-could-power-britains-nuclear-future-with-mini-reacto/

But they can go wrong: www.theguardian.com/world/2011/mar/10/royal-navy-nuclear-submarine-reactor-flaws
And spreading them around in urban areas could pose safety and security risks. Better surely
to use the surplus green energy we will have for balancing, or for heating and heat stores.
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Better wave power?

Solar cells on 1.2% of the Sahara could

The slow progress in developing wave power might be
improved by shifting from trying to convert it directly to
electricity, to converting it to stored potential energy in
reservoirs and using this stored energy to generate
electricity. That was the basis of early Tapchan system in
Norway- waves were led up a ramp built into a cliff so that
they overtopped into a reservoir. The later floating Wave
Dragon system was the same, but with the ramp and
reservoir all on a pontoon. But with only overtopping
water captured it’s all rather low head and inefficient.
George Busby recently wrote in with another ideamaking use of wave pressure to force water to enter the
reservoir tanks, through one-way openings in their sides,
and exit through turbines, to generate electricity. ‘Water
will enter if the pressure from the incoming wave is
greater than the pressure inside the reservoir and so a
head of water above sea level is created inside the
reservoir. The hydrodynamic pressure of the wave enables
the head of water to be higher than the amplitude of the
wave. The reservoirs store energy and smooth electricity
output. They enable more electricity to be generated at
times of peak demand. The reservoirs can be fixed to piles
in shallow water or supported by floats in deep water. The
bigger the reservoirs the better as more energy can be
captured and stored and there would be less energy losses
in heavy seas through overflowing. The reservoir structure
is able to survive the forces of heavy seas because of the
weight of water inside the reservoir and because it is the
stored water in the reservoir rather than the structure itself
which absorbs the forces of the waves. As the reservoirs
block the forward motion of waves they are cost effective
breakwaters which could be used for coastal protection.’
He says ‘The use of reservoirs is a far more efficient and
cost effective way to capture wave energy than the
innumerable designs which seek to capture wave energy
directly without energy storage because they can capture
and store more energy and they act as breakwaters. With
our greater use of intermittent renewable energy sources
there is a great need for energy storage and the reservoirs
would be an ideal solution to this problem.’
That’s true, but given the low head likely with such
systems, the power output would be low. It would be better
if a higher head could be created. That’s being tried with
Ecotricity’s Searaser wave pump system, a simple piston
pump mounted in a floating buoy tethered to the sea bed,
which can pump water to a reservoir high on a cliff:

www.forbes.com/sites/quora/2016/09/22/we-couldpower-the-entire-world-by-harnessing-solar-energyfrom-1-of-the-sahara/

www.youtube.com/watch?v=_9jGis5V5LE

supply all our energy needs:

Hydrogen in the city of oil
http://aberdeeninvestlivevisit.co.uk/Invest/AberdeensEconomy/City-Projects/H2-Aberdeen/HydrogenBus/Hydrogen-Bus-Project.aspx

100%green boat with wind, PV & H2:
www.ecowatch.com/energy-observer-2003152240.html

Waste not.. reused batteries
Use old EV batteries for grid storage:
www.renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2016/09/trialbegins-for-german-storage-facility-built-with-used-evbatteries.html and for cheap PV backup:
www.linkedin.com/pulse/old-car-batteries-may-bringelectricity-millions-sohail-hasnie Also:
www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/the-road-to-athriving-second-life-ev-battery-market

UK Smart meter roll out
An interesting ‘evidence check’ exercise
concluded that: ‘the smart meter rollout has
too many objectives, and this may hinder
implementation & evaluation’.
www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201617/cmsel
ect/cmsctech/161/161.pdf

Variability is useful
In his excellent book ‘Rethinking the
environmental impacts of renewable energy’,
Dr Alexi Clarke says the variable nature of
renewable sources may be a problem for
generation, but it is good for nature, most
clearly in tidal & river flows, but also in
wind, wave & solar fluxes, all of which
exhibit thermal disequilibriums, balanced
over time, that play important ecological
roles. We must avoid disrupting that natural
process as far as we can.
www.routledge.com/Rethinking-the-EnvironmentalImpacts-of-Renewable-Energy-Mitigationand/Clarke/p/book/9780415722186

CSP has bird & insect impacts
www.citylab.com/tech/2016/07/watch-insectsand-a-bird-get-vaporized-in-a-huge-solarfacility/493352/ Zoning plan:
www.latimes.com/local/lanow/la-me-ln-desert-energy20160914-snap-story.html Reactions:
http://fortune.com/2016/09/15/desert-renewable-energy-plan

As the Australian CETO system does:
www.facebook.com/HuffingtonPost/videos/10153808267231130

However, Busby says ‘the use of submerged buoys to
pump water to a reservoir on a cliff cannot be as efficient
as using reservoirs at sea. There will be friction losses
along the pipeline and the buoys do not capture much of
the waves kinetic energy. The buoys will never capture as
much energy as [in-sea] reservoirs which block the forward
motion of the wave and capture its kinetic energy.’ He
claims that ‘a wave of velocity 10 m per sec and amplitude
of 1 m would generate a maximum head of approximately
6 m (5 m from hydrodynamic pressure and 1 m from
hydrostatic). Bigger and faster waves would generate
heads of 10 m or higher.’ What say you? And what about
this idea- a hybrid? Or even units built into tidal lagoon
walls? www.renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2016/09/storingenergy-in-the-sea-a-new-design-for-marine-energy-storage.html

Lost in translation…
The UK Office for Nuclear Regulation says it
has the expertise & resources it needs if it
receive a request to assess China’s Hualong
One reactor design- the plant type that China
hopes to build at Bradwell. We wonder how
many ONR experts speak or read mandarin?
www.world-nuclear-news.org/RS-UK-regulatorprepared-for-Hualong-One-27091601.html

… and lost in hidden (nuclear) history:
www.environmentandsociety.org/node/4967

Good new green energy journal from
Denmark: https://foresightdk.com And Walt
Patterson’s 25-year energy policy story at
the RIIA Chatham House:
www.waltpatterson.org/stories.pdf
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